Installation of the ICWMK-HP23
VESA Mount Adapter Kit continued...
Step One
After carefully unplugging the power cord and all other cables from the computer, lay the
TouchSmart, with screen facing down, on a towel or other soft surface. Pull up on the
stand to locate the screw that holds the back cover panel in place. Remove the screw.
Carefully pull up at the very bottom of the cover panel to get it started. Then, slide it
down towards the bottom of the computer and pull it away.

Step Three
First, remove the feet from the bottom of the Touchsmart by removing the screw and
pulling the foot out. Then, apply the rubber pads included with hardware kit at the
bottom of each support arm, on the side that will cradle the computer. Position the
support arms of the adapter bracket to the bottom of the TouchSmart. Then, lower
the bracket carefully down to the (4) attachment holes the stand assembly was
originally mounted to.

Step Four
Step Two
After removing the cover panel, you now see the stand assembly and attachment to the
chassis of the computer with (4) screws. It is important to remove the (4) screws in the
following order: Pull the stand up and remove the top (2) screws first. Then, lower the
stand down and remove the bottom (2) screws through the opening of the stand. After
removing all (4) screws, carefully pull the stand away from the computer. Keep the (4)
screws you removed in a safe place, you will be using them to attach the adapter bracket
to the computer.

The adapter bracket is now positioned for attachment. The protective rubber
padding at the bottom of the support arms will need to be slightly compressed for
the mount holes to line up. Gently push the bracket towards the top until the holes
are aligned. Using your magnetic tip screw driver, begin replacing the stand screws,
top left first. At this time, do not tighten the screws completely, just start them in the
hole. Next, replace the bottom right screw. Making sure all (4) holes are aligned
properly, tighten down the bottom right screw, then the top left screw. Now, replace
the remaining (2) screws and tighten.

Step Five
Place the back cover panel in position to be reinstalled. Slide the cover panel towards
the top of the computer, making sure the (2) sides of the adapter bracket slide into the
(2) slots of the cover panel. When the cover panel is back in place, gently push down
on the very bottom, where you previously pulled up, to snap back into place. A center
hole is provided on the adapter bracket to replace the screw that holds the cover
panel in place.
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Completed
Congratulations! Your TouchSmart is now ready to be mounted with a VESA compliant
mounting device. Once mounted, you can use the included flex wire holder to hang
the external power pack behind the computer. Hook one arm of the holder on each
side of the adapter bracket to center the power pack behind the computer.
From this point, refer to the installation instructions included with the mounting
device.

Installation of the ICWMK-HP23
VESA Mount Adapter Kit
To mount a HP TouchSmart 600 Series All-in-One Desktop or HP 23" 9100 Business PC
with a VESA-compatible mounting device, attach the VESA mount adapter bracket
included with this kit. A flush wall mount bracket is also included to mount directly
to a wall. Follow the instructions included with the wall mount bracket to complete
the wall mount installation.
First, turn off the computer. Unplug the DC power cord from the power source, then
from the computer. Next, carefully unplug all remaining cables from the computer.

Contact Information:
iVersal Products, Inc.
Address: 36580 Catalpa Lane
New Baltimore, MI 48047
Email: info@iversal.com
Web Site: www.iversal.com

Note: Installation Guide with larger pictures is available on the web site. From
the Home page, click on "Installation Instructions" near the bottom.

